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Power and Responsibility: Multinational Managers and Developing Country Concerns is a book that explores the ethical and social responsibilities of multinational corporations operating in developing countries. The book discusses the challenges that multinational managers face in balancing power and responsibility in these contexts. It highlights the importance of considering the interests of local communities and the need for responsible corporate behavior.

The book argues that multinational managers should be held to a higher standard of performance and be concerned with host country welfare. It emphasizes the need for multinational enterprises to avoid the responsibilities that they may be able to use in their pursuit of economic power. The responsibilities of multinational managers are discussed in the context of social responsibility and ethical behavior.

The book concludes that the required risk premium for developing countries is high due to the social responsibility implications of corporate activities. It also recognizes the role of transnational corporations in developing countries and discusses the challenges that multinational managers face in balancing power and responsibility in these contexts.

Overall, the book provides a comprehensive analysis of the ethical and social responsibilities of multinational managers in developing countries and highlights the importance of responsible corporate behavior in these contexts.
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